S210® 4-Pair Termination Tool

- Seats 4-pair S210® blocks
- Replaceable head and cutting blades
- Terminates wires on both the cable and the cross-connect side of S210 blocks
- Ergonomically designed handle

1. To remove the head of the tool for blade replacement, twist and pull the head from the tool body.

2. Slide the trimming blades and wire seating assembly out of tool head.
   Caution: Blades are extremely sharp. Exercise caution when handling.

3. Remove the cutting blades from the assembly. Rotate 180° and place back into position.

4. Slide the combined trimming blade/seating assembly back into position inside the tool head. Examine the assembly to ensure proper alignment of all components.

5. Snap the head onto the shaft of the tool and rotate it until it locks into position.

6. Terminate and trim the conductors into the S210 wiring base using the cutting edge of the tool.

7. Insert a S210 connecting block into the head of the tool, carefully align over the wiring base and punch down on the block.

8. Lace cross-connect cable into the S210 connecting block and terminate.
To assist safe installations, comply with the following:
A. Use caution when installing or modifying telecommunications circuits.
B. Never touch uninsulated wire terminals unless the circuit has been disconnected.
C. Never install this device in a wet location.
D. Never install wiring during a lightning storm.

Ordering Information
S788J4H-210 .. Replacement head
S788J4B-210 .. Cutting blades